
Formentera vets mobility and waste management schemes

Attendees of the Formentera Council's monthly plenary session voted to grant preliminary
approval to the island's Pla de Mobilitat Sostenible, a sustainable mobility strategy introduced
Wednesday, July 4, at a meeting of the local league of community representatives. The session
also ended in support for draft guidelines on how non-hazardous waste is collected and
managed locally. The two proposals were passed with “yes” votes from senior Gent x
Formentera cabinet secretaries. PP, PSOE and Compromís party members, for their part,
abstained.

  

Mobility secretary Rafael González highlighted the crucial nature of the mobility plan, saying
“[the Pla de Mobilitat] is about getting motorists to share the road with users of other more
sustainable modes of transport”. “The idea isn't that people be less mobile”, González clarified,
“but walking, cycling or using public transport whenever possible”.

  

Environment secretary Daisee Aguilera applauded her counterparts' support of the preliminary
waste management plan, calling it “a chance to define goals like prevention and reduced waste
generation—both key elements to an improved approach to management”.

  

The fundamentals of the two plans can be consulted on the Formentera Council's transparency
portal, which is also where the terms will be published once the complete details are posted to
the Balearic Islands official gazette.

  

Other proposals
The initial votes on the two plans occupied a particularly significant place in the July plenary,
which was held in the conference hall of the island's dependant care centre. Other measures
got backing as well. The Council's senior secretaries scored across the board support for a
proposal to join a regional pact for children (Pacte Balear per la Infància). Meanwhile, a GxF
measure to request human resources and materials for the island's health centre and hospital
got “yes” votes from GxF, PP and Compromís. PSOE party reps opted to abstain.

  

The PP earned cross-party support for a proposal to remodel sa Casilla.
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The PSOE won unanimous backing for its proposal on Formentera's judicial district.
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